Three Dark Crowns by Kendra Blake
YA F BLA
Preparing for the queens’ sixteenth birthday celebration and navigating the fallout of the Quickening, the sisters reassess their strategic paths to the throne using new understandings of their powers and destinies.

We Are Okay by Nina LaCour
YA F LAC
Running back to college and shutting out everyone from her life in California after a traumatic summer that nobody else knows about, Marin is forced to confront what happened during a lonely, fateful winter break.

When Dimple Met Rishi by Sandhya Menon
YA F MEN
When Dimple Shah and Rishi Patel meet at a Stanford University summer program, Dimple is avoiding her parents’ obsession with “marriage prospects,” but Rishi hopes to woo her into accepting an arranged marriage with him.

Wolf by Wolf by Ryan Graudin
YA F GRA
In a tale set in an alternate-history mid-20th century where the Axis powers have won World War II, Yael, a death camp escapee, aspires to win a high-profile motorcycle race so that she can assassinate Hitler.

The Thousandth Floor by Katharine McGee
YA F MCG
A tale set in a 1,000-story luxury tower one century into the future follows the experiences of an addicted perfectionist, a betrayed teen, a financially strapped girl, a socialite with an illegal A.I. that he designed and a genetically perfect girl who dreams of what she can never have.
systems of today’s world. Aspects of the political and social systems of today’s world. as flames rage around them.

**American Street by Ibi Zoboi**
YA F ZOB
Fabiola Toussaint begins her life in the U.S. Since her mom was detained by U.S. Immigration when they arrived from Haiti, Fabiola has to live with her aunt and cousins in Detroit, a city that’s nothing like Fabiola’s dreams of America. Fined for speaking Creole and sent to Catholic school despite her Vodou beliefs, Fabiola has a hard time adjusting, and just when she begins to forge new relationships, she’s tempted to risk them to earn her mother’s freedom.

**Fat Boy vs. the Cheerleaders by Geoff Herbach**
YA F HER
When the high school cheerleading team takes over a soda vending machine’s funds, which were previously collected by the pep band, Gabe Johnson, an overweight “band geek” tired of being called names and looked down on, declares war.

**Gabe Johnson Takes Over by Geoff Herbach**
YA F HER
When the high school cheerleading team takes over a soda vending machine’s funds, which were previously collected by the pep band, Gabe Johnson, an overweight “band geek” tired of being called names and looked down on, declares war.

**Girl In Pieces by Kathleen Glasglow**
YA F GLA
Having suffered terrible losses, including the accidental death of her father, 17-year-old Charlotte adopts a tough demeanor and engages in self-destructive rituals to hide her deep pain before undertaking a poignant journey of healing.

**Goodbye Days by Jeff Zentner**
YA F ZEN
When a simple text causes a fatal crash, ending the lives of his three best friends, a guilt-ridden Carver becomes subject to a criminal investigation and receives support from a few loving people before his friends’ families ask him to share a goodbye day with them.

**The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas**
YA F THO
Sixteen-year-old Starr walks an uneasy line, with one foot in her poor, mostly-black neighborhood and the other in her rich, mostly-white school. After Starr sees her friend Khalil gunned down by a white cop, however, that line is obliterated. Amid the uproar, Starr knows she should speak out, but the pressure she’s under from all sides makes it difficult -- and dangerous -- to raise her voice.

**One of Us Is Lying by Karen M. McManus**
YA F MCM
When one of five students in detention is found dead, his high-profile classmates—including a brainy intellectual, a popular beauty, a drug dealer on probation and an all-star athlete—are investigated and revealed to be the subjects of the victim’s latest gossip postings.